
HOWARD-RALSTON 
EUCALYPTUS TREE ROWS



The Purpose

Land Development Promotion

Through Beautification 

of the Roadway



“A meeting took place in 
George H. Howard’s 
dining room at which 
plans were  made for the 
planting of trees along 
the County Road…”

“I was charged with 
the actual task…All of 
us were equally 
enthusiastic about 
the scheme…”

-John McLaren 1935

The Players



The Plan

Original scope 1870s: 4 miles Designated Historical area : 2.2 miles



The Process
1873-1876

Thursday, January 13, 1876
-Digging holes [10 feet. apart] along 

county road
-Weather Dry 

Saturday, Jan 15, 1876
-Putting manure in holes on 

county road
-Filling holes
-Weather Dry

•The Howards employ McLaren until  1887,  
when he departs for a job at GG Park. c. 1900 near Easton Drive



Resulting Character 
!Narrow roadway lined with tunnel-forming trees

!Tall, upright majestic evergreen trees- (predominantly 
eucalypti) with deciduous trees- (predominantly elm), 
interspersed. 

1908 ca. 1915 after paving 



1906-7

Following the SF Quake, many 
evacuees in search of new homes 
are enamored with the climate, 
and gracious, leafy character of 
the Burlingame, selecting it over 
other destinations. The 
population soars from 200 to 
1000 in just one year.



1908
Mayor Treadwell and Trustees enact 
Burlingame’s First Laws, including 

those “prohibiting the cutting, 
injuring or destroying of trees on 

public streets, highways or parks” in 
order to preserve the leafy character 
for which the new city is becoming 

well-known.



Commercialization Threatens Trees

“Hereafter ‘El Camino Real’–
the King’s Highway, if you 
please.  A more beautiful 
avenue cannot be found and no 
more fitting name can be 
found for this most beautiful 
thoroughfare. It is a big 
advertisement for Burlingame, 
for thousands and thousands 
will see it and admire its 
beauty and talk about 
it…Remove the trees and it is 
no more a king’s highway, but 
an ordinary country road.”

-Burlingame Advance newspaper,  1913



Burlingame the Beautiful

c. 1931  A SF Chronicle photo montage compares other highways to Burlingame’s.
At the time, El Camino Real through Burlingame is lined with over 700 trees.
-Courtesy of the SF Library History Room



After nearly a decade of debate, voters, including prominent 
business owners, overwhelmingly oppose the prevailing 
trend of highway commercialization, passing the nation’s 
first zoning ordinances in order to protect the trees.

1930: Burlingame Goes its Own Way…



Mills Estate-Disappearing Trees

1959



Why Historically Significant?
"First known instance in nation of  Zoning Enactment to 

protect an Historic Resource (1930)

"John McLaren’s earliest work in California, predating the 
State’s Highway Tree Planting Program by 50 years

"Influenced the urban design of Burlingame, as well as 
decades of tree planting and management policies that 
continue today

"Epicenter  of  Tree-Related Activism for over a Century



Challenges to Maintaining 
Character

"Highway widening

"Significant, multiple curb cuts in new developments 
reducing plantable areas

"Attrition of older trees

"Mortality risk to replacement saplings in highway setting 

"Inconsistent quality / scale of replacements



Burlingame’s character -defining Tree Rows have been 
recognized and honored, both regionally (1975) and 
nationally (2012). They continue to attract people  and 
business to our city, increasing Burlingame’s value and  
quality of life.

1974
2011

Tree Legacy
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